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Viewers meet and taste the nation’s 
sweeter sides as created by the 
best pastry chefs in the country

There are plenty of delicious 
varieties among the cakes. In each 
program our pastry chef takes 
us on a new road trip with a new 
taste. She visits a series of ordinary 
people who share her passion for 
creating gorgeous dessert cakes 
and pastries. Each of them has 
a special favourite to present to 

the pastry chef. Around the coffee 
table they describe their creations 
enthusiastically. We encounter lots 
of classic dessert and cakes, each 
of which was baked for a special 
occasion, equipped with a proud 
tradition or comes with a good tale 
attached. Plenty of inspiration!
When the cakes have been 
presented our pastry chef returns 
to her own patisserie in her home 
town. There she show us her years 
of experience as a pastry chef on 

refining and honing the recipes. 
She provides the viewers with 
plenty of tips and inspiration as she 
whips custard and bakes. When 
our pastry chef has created here 
version and improved the ordinary 
recipe she will meet with her guest 
who is excited o taste her cake in 
hopefully a better version. A funny 
and creative discussion will end the 
program. Each recipe comes in the 
The Nation’s Best Cakes”. 
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Premise:

Pastry cook Mette Blomsterberg is on a cake mission:: she wants to collect the nation’s most magnificent cake recipes in 

order to perfect and preserve them in a new cookery book.

Set up:

Members of the public submit their best recipes to Mette via DR’s districts. The ideal recipes come with a story attached 

(this one was invented by my great grannie, this one has been handed down from generation to generation, this one 
we’ve always made at Christmas, this one I baked for my hubby when I proposed to him, etc.). There is more on the 
process in the districts later.
Mette picks the cakes she considers possess the greatest charm.

Mette visits the original cake maker at home, taking along a cake of her own, which we watch her bake beforehand. Mette 

tastes the cake of the day and learns its story. Then she goes home and bakes the cake too, along with a special edition 
with a Blomsterberg twist (perfection).

The cakes from the programmes in the series are then assembled into a beautiful new cookery book and published. The 

title of the book? Well, of course ... It’s The Nation’s Best Cakes. 

Values:

The general public will be inspired to bake delicious, magnificent cakes.

The programmes represent the whole nation; we’ll visit people all over Denmark, high and low.

The legendary recipes bring back good old traditions.

Mette will take the opportunity to present her views on aesthetics and quality as she perfects the good old Danish cakes.
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Picking the recipes:

The DR districts will use radio spots (using the same interview with Mette), and websites to recruit potential entries for 

the cookery book. Who has the best recipe? The best backstory? Who will represent our part of the country?

During the collection process the schedules will cover incoming recipes continually, inviting their originators to the 

studio, etc.

Following the deadline for submissions Each district will work with the TV programme editors to select the ten best 

cakes/originators; these are then presented on the website and subjected to a ballot. Listeners and viewers will be able 
to indicate the three, four or five finalists from their district. Each finalist will be given a copy of the boo when it comes 
out.

From among the finalists from each district Mette Blomsterberg will work with the programme editors to choose ONE 

originator from each district who will receive a visit and have his or her recipe included in the book.

Selection will give priority to the good/interesting cake/recipe combined with the good cake/recipe story, combined 

with a heterogeneous cast in terms of gender, age and demography.

Run-down:

Intro: Mette’s mission is formulated: she wants to collect the Nation’s Best Cakes and feature them in a smash-hit of a 

recipe book.
Reportage: Mette in her kitchen: she is baking a cake to take with her for the originator of today’s cake when she goes 
to visit.

As she works she tells us about:
1. Important elements in a good cake, based on the one she is making right now
2. The cake she is going to taste, and what she expects of it. She will also explain why this particular cake by a  
 member of the public has been chosen

Mette decorates her cake present nicely, wraps it up and sets off.

Reportage: Mette visits the originator, hands over her present, tastes the cake of the day, and hears about its origins/

traditions.

Mette returns home and makes the cake herself: she also makes a version with her own special touch. So we end up with 

two versions of the cake of the day: the traditional one, and the modern Blomsterberg variation.

Mette slips the recipe into her scrapbook, which grows and grows programme by programme.
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